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JCU awarded at Model UN
by Allee Corle
News Editor
John Carroll students learned
about the intricate workings of
the United Nations at the 15th
annual Cleveland National Model
United Nations Conference last
weekend.
In the first year of participation, JCU won the Outstanding
Delegation Award and sophomore Dan Griffin won the Award
for Outstanding Delegate in the
social, cullllral and humanitarian
committee.
"I learned a lot about com pro·
mise and how to deal with people
who do not want what you want,"
said Griffin.
The model UN was made up
of several committees including
a General Assembly plenary, a
commission on the environment
and a social, cultural and humanitarian committee.
"Students discussed topics
such B! international air safety,
drug trafficking and peaceful uses
of outer space," said Laura
Boustani, the ~sistant executive
director of the International Relations Educational Council of
America. "But the topic that
dominated the conference the
most was the Persian Gulf War."
"This experience provided a
better understanding of the Persian Gulf war and the implications
of it," continued Boustani.
Students from Carroll represented France, Jordan, Pakistan,
El Salvador, Costa Rica and

Czechoslovakia. Students from
other universities including the
University of Indianapolis, Case
Western Reserve, Cleveland State,
Baldwin Wallis, Hiram, Emporia
UniversityofKansasand the Notre
DameCollegeofOhioreprescntcd
other counlries.
"This was an educational ex·
perience that aimed at enhancing

the understanding of the workings
of the UN," said Boustani.
The conference also featured
keynote speaker Frederick Travis,
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences who discussed the U.S.
and the Soviet Union: a New
World Order" and Stanley Glod, a
JCU alumni and chairman of the
Foriegn Claims Settlement Com-
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Students march for peace
Members of John Carron University Students Alttmative
Solutions for Peate participated in tbe Jan. 26 peace rally in
Washington D.C. Fifteen students marched along wltb peoplt
from aU over tbe natloo to protest tbe January attack on lrao.
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John Carroll charters
new fr terni
by Allee Carte
News Editor
John Carroll University is home
to a new campus fraternity. The
Student Union Senate passed the
Xi Phi Psi Chanci last week.
Chris Litton, president of Xi
Phi Psi, said that although this
fraternity is notafflliated with the
national fraternity of Tau Kappa
, Xi Phi Psi adopted their tradition
of community oriented service.
Members of the fraternity will
work at least once a month at St.
Martin DePoors Center; collect

food from the community for a
food drive at Thanksgiving and
Easter for the Cleveland Hunger
Center; sponsor a booth for the
annual Dance Marathon and help
with one Project Gold weekend
each semester.
The fraternity currently has 16
members and will pledge new
members this semester.
"We're looking forward to a
pledge class to carry on what we've
started," said Litton.
"We're a cohesive bunch of
guys," continued Litton. "Yet.
we're a very diverse group with
different interests."

Nominations for Student Union
executive offices open
Allee Carte
News Editor

JJvi~ t,Lo~.
WUJC does
some Spring
cleaning

~

in a vivid performance

Nominations for the Student
Union Executive offices of
dent, vice presi- •
dent and chief
·
justice for the ,
,"
1991-92 academic
year
opened
last
Tuesday.
Senior Class
President, Mike Ryan nominated
current SU Vice President Jeff
Stilmer for the office of president.

"We are electing a leader who
will guide students through the
next year," said Ryan. "Leadership is based on experiences and
Jeff Stiltner has had many as the
sophomore class president and SU
vice president."
Jill Spinner, senior class senator, nominated current SU Secretary, Jennifer Ritter, for SU vice
president.
Spinner compared Ritter to a
golf swing, "She's got a good
stance-her feet are on the ground.
She steps back and swveys her
task and then follows through."

Elmer c\bbo, editor-in-chief of

The Carroll News, nominated
Laura Boustani, SU parliamentar·
ian for SU Chieef Justice.
"She has developed an understanding of the SU Constitutions
and by-laws," said Abbo. "Her
deep-seated desire to execute what
must be done has, and will, set her
apart as a leader.
Nominations for secretary and
treasurer, as well as the executive
offices of president. vice president. and chief justice will still be
taken at the Feb. 4 Student Union
meeting.
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Opinions join soldiers on front lines
In times of peace they are called activists. In times of war they are called tolerate challenge is called a dictator. Do not allow President Bush to even
remotely resemble President Hussein in this respect.
protesters. In all times, however, what they do is question.
At the Words on War forum held here on Jan. 21, Rabbi Bruce Abrams
Frighteningly, in this time of world conflict, the right to question is under
the gun, as politicians and generals tell the American public that to expressed satisfaction in being able to participate in open discussion.
challenge policy is unpatriotic. This is untrue. However shifty society may Herein is the challenge to the JCU community. Mature and informed
be in supporting those who exercise their social conscience, the
discussion must exist in the classroom, the donnroom, and the cafeteria,
without frustrated sides resorting to sophomoric labeling.
community of John Carroll University cannot be caught in the trap
A united concern for peace and justice can only happen if everyone
of labeling its outspoken, softspoken, and silent members as anybecomes
an activist. It will be a sad day indeed if all the citizens of the
thing but concerned citizens.
U.S. passively follow for fear of being unpatriotic.
In a university setting, ideas should be free-flowing, as students
are barraged with new infonnation and new theories. For that
Vice President Dan Quayle, as quoted in the Jan. 27 Plain Dealer.
setting to be constrained by a red, white, and blue straitjacket is
told Americans stationed in Saudia Arabia that opposition at home
threatening to a society that prides itselfon constitutional freedom. L..-~~r" is "one of the less inspiring sights at this time of conflict." The U.S.
Thankfully, the Carroll faculty has tlone remarkably well in
• • - ; Jlleaders of the current situation understand full well that without
relating the respective class discussions to the Gulf War.
• complete and continuous home suppon, the foundations of their
cause become very shaky. With this in mind, the leaders begin to spew
As for student idealizing, last week's CN Forum centerspread
such things as Mr. Quayle's words and analogies from Rep. Newt
provided the gamut of opinion. With fears understandably heightened
by the war, passions cannot be allowed to balloon. In reading students
Gingrich, R-Ga., equating college student protests with "a cheap date."
saying " ...any anti-war protests by Americans aJe worthless" we become
Being socially active, consciously concerned, or simply puzzled is
more aware of the reality of the growing size of the unquestioning citizenry. perfectly American and absolutely allowable in our society, whether one
When a student must qualify his stance on the war by saying "I oppose the is a peace activist or a war supporter. Supreme Court Justice Robert
government: Not the Troops," the fear of a ropulace afraid to question Jackson, sitting on the bench in the 1950s, stated "Compulsory unifaction
becomes too real.
of opinion achieves only the unanimity of the graveyard." His statement
Again, it is right, and even obligatory, to question the officials tnat we couldn't ring more true; it is extremely important that neither our soldiers
elected to be representative leaders. No doubt, a leader that does not nor our words end up in the grave.

--

-

Sensitive to
students' concerns
In the days immediately following the United States' military
attack of Iraq, some professors
conducted class business as usual,
as if seismic world conflict was
not occuring outside the shelter of
our classrooms. However, many
professors heeded the request of
the Rev. John P. Schlegel, SJ.,
that the faculty attempt sensitivity
and supportiveness in this time of
aisis. These teachers shared their

own experiences of war and tried
to relate the present conflict to
class discussions of civil liberties,
social change and the philosophy
of Karl Marx. The Carroll News
applauds your efforts.

Winter fun
The ftrst annual Winteriest
proved to be an enonnous success. Donn residents and commuters alike participated in a wide
range of outdoor snow sports and
indoor activities. Congratulations
to ftrst- place winner Gnu Hall

and to second- place winners
Millar Hall and Sutowski Hall.
The CN defmit.cJy recommends
a repeat performance of this "beat
the winter blues" event.

Purple paint
The new spring line was predicted in this column last semester. The long-awaited preview
has occured. Purple paint has
now been added to the palette of
those fraternal cafe teria sign
painters. The CN can hardly wait
for what will come next.
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War seems noble, but questions morals
unglorified while villains reap
praise.
During times of aggression a
Choices dictate our lives, our division must be made; the clear
thoughtsandourdreams, butnever conscience must separate the
so fully as in times of war. Every- warrior from the war. One must
one faces choices and the ramifi- realize what armed conflict is in
cations of these choices; support its most simple form and what it
or protest, active or passive, our means to support aggression.
choice must be made. No choice
A war is not an economic battle
can include both: God and man, ofnationagainstnation; war is not
nationality and morality, life and a battlefield of theologies and
death. The decision one makes ideologies; war is not a politicaJ
can either make the soul or break struggle to regain lost land. Plain
the soul; heroes will rest and simple, a ·war is a battle be-

tween warriors.
the soul; it is impossible not to with an innocent soul.
A warrior is a human being. A separate the individual from the
Theteisnodoubtthatasoldier's
human being with a conscience war. When a warrior decides to choice to kill is a noble one. It
andasoul. All ...-.;;;.;;;;.;.;;;;=======~;;;;;;~;;.;;;;;;;~;;; takes the bravest of men
?.i
'
"·
to choose violence over
warriors have
souls. So in
Sureb0 .~rf!lfJ~liSeljless
peace, to this there is no
its simplest
~.
T$/ 'w •nll+t.t F.
argumentlcanboldlysay
form a -Nar is
a one on one
~~.· .~4<,~"''=ih·,~i1'mr@fr-W"'~~:~to •'
battle be- fij}~w:ili/illGflil~ttt.;WIS·
eounJru.
and accept the responsitween souls. !tJ/ft%.$.;
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bility of being judged be-» ··~==·> ' · .,
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.
fore God as a murderer.
A soul is
Surely it takes a brave perthe essence of innocence and goodness. It is im- murder his foe he is not killing the son to offer the innocence of his
possible to separate a warrior from enemy; he is killing an individual soulforhis loveofcountry. Surely
it takes a selfless man to abandon
morality for the freedom of others. Surely it takes a brave man to
trade his God for his country.
The morality of these choices
is
simple.
There is no rationaJ way
JCU means getting involved
Oops it's ... Upsilon
a true Christian can justify violence and remain consistent with
To: TM Carroll News
Dear Nora Mackin,
morality.
The fraternity of Iota Chi Upsilon would like to bring TM Carroll
I am sad to hear of your disillusionment towards John Carroll
When I was about seven years
University expressed in your 1/17/91 Carroll News Forum article. Four News' attention to last week's misspelling of our fraternity's name on
old
my teacher taught me a lesson
years ago I was set in the same stagnant rut in which you now sit I the feature Jesuit article.
about morality that may help.
Our fraternity name is Iota Chi Upsilon not iota Chi Epsilon as it
thought the grass must be greener at any other school than John
"lt'sall very simple," she said,
Carroll. My boredom at school made me sick. I knew all of Carroll's has been represented previously in TM Carroll News .
"Whenyou
don 'tlcnowwhattodo
Sincerely,
shortcomings and thought I had made a mistake in coming here.
pretend that you are Jesus and do
When I finally did loolc at another institution that promoted a better
what Jesus would do; anything
James M. Kniskern '92
life than Carroll's, I came to a startling conclusion, that that school
less is immoral."
Secretary, IXY
was the same as Carroll. If it had what Carroll didn't, it was missing
Jesus would not ki\\; Jesus
something that Carroll had. If I wanted to enjoy my next three and a
would noc support war; Jesus
Ubiquitous fees Inspire student to write would actively proleSl until lhete
half years at JCU, I would really have to apply myself. I would have
to seek out what the school really had to offer me, I would have to get
was a peaceful solution. Anything
To the Editor:
involved by putting my own foot forward. No organization or activity
less
is immoral.
John Carroll is a very nice school, attracts nice kids, and has lots
was going to slap me in the face and say, "Pat, we would really like you
Choices are not only found on
to join our cool club," or "Hey, you're what we've been waiting for all of nice Jesuits running around. (Jesuits are nice because they aren't
the baulefield, they are deep rooted
too humble like Franciscans and they don't spend all their time
these years."
w1thin the hearts of every indiI had to apply what God gave me. Once I tried this, a pathway to thinking up powerful homilies lilce Dominicans.) Without a doubt,
vidual. Morality LeaChes that sincollege enjoyment opened up. I saw the real reason for college was to one of the nicest facets of JCU is the nice friendly people in the
ful thoughts arc the same as sinful
offiCeS-the folks behind the desks who assess such nice fees as the
learn how to develop my mind and grow.
actions when unrepentant. It folDon'tgive up yet Find something on campus that you love and just nice $50 parking permit; the $25 course aJteration fee; the $50
lows, then, that support, on the
graduation fee and all the other niceties that make JCU
do it Once you do, you will understand why you came back.
basis of morality, is equivaJent to
so...bureaucratic. (How unduly insulting.)
Patrick.J.Lynch '91
action. This means lhal even the
I recently had a nice experience. I accidentally lost my ID.
passive agreement with the war
Because university rules require me to have one at all times, I got a
Student suggestion on campus tours
puts the individual on the same
nice, shiny, new student ID card. It was so nice. I got to pat $15 for
judgement plain as the warrior.
After lunch on this past Wednesday [Jan. 23], I feel compelled to il (Credit card companies like Visa and American Express aren't
There can be no one free of
make an observation. On many occasions, Mr. Ron Oleksiak has nearly as nice, for they just say, "Here's your new card. It's free.")
choices
in this war. Active or
invited groups of minority high school students to view the campus and Experiences like this are what JCU is all about. And though I think.
passive,
everyone must decide
its facilities and eat lunch in the cafeteria at noon in Bohemia Manor. these things are nice now, the real joy is knowing that, when all is said
what
stand
to talce. But this deThis day the group of students was larger than usuaJ, and as a result and done, JCU will remember me every year until the day I die by
cision
must
not
be uninformed. It
they required more tables.
asking for a nice donation of, say, a few thousand bucks. That will
must
be
known
that a choice in
What drew my attention was that John Carroll students, looking for really be nice. But for the time being, paying tuition is nice enough.
support
of
the
war
puts you on the
a table, stonned out in disgust, many of them swearing because they After all, at least they' re not insulting my pride by offering me too
same level as those carrying the
couldn't find a table.
much fmancial aid!
weapons. Even passive agreement
I understand the importance of attracting minority students to our
Given all the gracious consideration showered upon us by the
means
your soul is blemished by
school, and the need for them to be here longer than it would take for administration, we JCU students can only be grateful.
every
soul
murdered during the
a simple tour of the campus. But this situation created such obvious
Indeed, John Carroll's attention to every minute $10 and $20
war.
feelings of animosity (and perhaps even resentment by those in a detail places it among the nicest schools anyone with deep, deep
If you suppon the war you suphurry) that I think something needs to be done.
pockets could ever want to attend.
port
the murder of innocence.
After last week's article about discrimination on campus, we don't
Surely St. Ignatius would agree.
More
simply, if you support the
need another situation that creates any more ill feelings toward
war, you are a murderer.
minorities.
Anthony Romano '93
Morality does not stop here.
The suggestion I would like to offer Mr. Oleksiak is to postpone
There
is a moral obligation to act
lunch for these visitors until after the noon lunch hour, or perhaps serve
as Jesus would act Jesus would
lunch for them at 11 a.m.
try 10 end the murder of innoBy having them crowding those who are already students at the
cence; Jesus would not idly walch
University, Mr. Oleksiak has created the kind of situation I assume he
thousands of human beings die
is trying to avoid: feelings of intolerance towards minorities.
every day; Jesus would protest.
anything less is immoral.
Susanne Seekers '93
By Jeff Lohr
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Free speech before we free Kuwait
Handily, state troopel8 whisked
them away but not before they did
t.bejr most permanent damage.
Never in my short life have I
As I boarded the bus one of
had a day like I did on Saturday, them looked me strait in the eyes
Jan. 26. For a period of24 hours I and called me a traitor. That was
felt as if I was in an emotional the first and last word that regisblender set for puree. The march tered in my mind. As I sat on the
for peace in Washington, D.C. was bus bumping toward D.C., I wonfor me all about what America is dered if I was a traitor.
supposed to be.
It didn't take long for me to
The experience was filled with come to my decision. This counalmost as much bad as it was good; try was formed on the idea of
and it started with the bad. At4:30 disagreeing with your governin the morning, myself and about ment My freedoms are granted to
40 other peace marchers tried to me and every American citizen by
leave Westminster College in the Constitution.
Willmington, Pa. to head for the
Tho¥ same people who were
capital city.
holding the signs reading ..Free
However, for 30 minutes the Kuwait" were trying to take away
bus could not move because of my own rights to think and chalsome drunken fraternity brothers lenge. Once I got to D.C., any
that had thrown themselves under doubt was put to rest
thebuswhilesomeotherswatched.
Over 75,000 people joined to• By Cindy Ford
Forum Writer

gether to send the same message.
On Saturday Washington, D.C.
belonged to us. We sent themessage to President Bush that we
were never polled on our opinion
of the Gulf War, and we were not
going tO wait for someone to ask
us about it
A sense of belonging, a union
of that many people, is a feeling I
will never forget. However, even
that feeling was surpassed by the
speech given by the Rev. Jesse
Jackson. He held us spellbound
with his combination of grace and
emotional power. As I stood there
through the next speaker, a strange
hush fell over the people around
me.
When I turned to see what was
happening I almost ran into Jesse
Jackson himself as he walked
through the crowd unafraid.
He glided easily past us but I

Sandbox friend isn't,playing
games anymore
By Dennis Dew
&Uior' .s nott: The below was
,WU tu a Gdbea tu ptJrt oflite
''Prayer Service for Peace in the
Persian Gulf' held in St. Francis
Chapel on January 22.
I have a cousin named Todd
Bodine. Wegrewuptogetherwith
just a few houses separating us on
Everwood Street in Toledo, Ohio.
We were best friends as children. We would sneak down to
Sam's Drugstore, on our bikes,
across tha1 sueet we weren't supposed to go near because it was
too busy. His bike was nicer than
mine (it was a red five-speed and
mine was a Huffy dirt bike}, so he
always beat me.
We•d go into the store and race
down to the Spiderman comic
books and read them while chewing on lhat pink Pal gum that used
to be a peooy a piece. We'd stay

there browsing Wltil the cashier
lady kicked us out or until we got
bored.
Somedays, we'd play in one of
ourback:yards. We'dmosllyplay
in mine because I had a tree fort, a
tire swing, a teeter-totter and a
barn. We'd think upgames to play.
Our favorite was the Lone Ranger
and Tonto. Todd would always be
Tonto because he bad found out
he was part Native American, so
I'd be the Lone Ranger, I wasn't
complaining.We'drunaroundmy
big back yard getting grass stains
on our Toughskin jeans and hide
from the enemy behind the oak
trees that were so big we couldn't
put our arms around them.
Todd and I were best friends.
So close in fact thali didn'tlcnow
we were cousins until I was eight,
boy was I surprised. We did everything together. We found out
thatgirlsweredifferentfrom boys
at the same time; with our friend

,,
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Susie who lived across the stteet
from Todd. We built ramps and
caught toads and colds together.
But one of my favorile things to
do was play in my sandbox. I had
this big sandbox sunounded by
railroad ties and filled so full of
sand we could make sand castle
kingdoms and cities and mountains
almost as big as we were and have
those little green army men and
adventure people run around in
them.
Little did either of us lcnow
while playing games in the sandbox at that age tha1 13 years later
Todd would be once again in an
even bigger sandbox called Saudi
Arabia. He would be one of those
little green army men. Todd is
scared and I am scared for Todd.
I want to learn more about life
with him. 1 don't want to learn
about death with him. Todd is on
my mind a lot more ever since he
was stationed in Saudi Arabia. As
children we played war all the
timeand when we were done we'd
go home tO dinner. In this war,
many people won't be coming
home for dinner anymore.
I'm sure tha1 there are many
people here who know someone
in this war.
I pray f<X" you and I JnY for
them and I JOY for those who
caused this whole thing to happen.
I pray for a swift return of Todd
and the nearly half-million others
who are fighting that war.
Most of all I pray for a peace
that does not come out of the barrel of a gun bul out of the hearts
and handshakes of the leaders of
both sides.

met eyes with him. I saw weariness and at the same time pride.
He was ootafraid to walk with us;
he knew be had nothing to fear.
In my utter awe and stupidity I
let him walk by without touching
my camera. He was gone in a
second,buticonsidermyselflucky
to be in the presence of my generation's Martin Luther IGng, Jr.
That day -- those people, is
what America is all about The
people at Westminster had the right
not to like me, but they spoke of
freedom and tried to revoke it at
the same time. America is the
freedom to feel whatever you feel,
the freedom to have your own

thoughts, and the freedom not to
believe in the sheer primitive idea
of war as a way to fmd peace.
Lyndon B. Johnson, president
during the central years of the
Vietnam War, once made a statement that has been carried over
the years by hearts and minds of
thinking Americans.
He said: "The guns and the
bombs, the rockets and the warships, all are symbols of human
failure."
Those words, to me, ring truer
than any others. People have the
right to disagree. BuL I believe
them, and I can because this is
America.

NEWS
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Seven students infected with AIDS, say statistics
by Julie Smtth
News Editor

"People seem to be pre-supposing that I am that (resource)
~n. but I don'thavethe time,"
Fennessy said. According to
Fennessy, aU information about
AIDS education and research is
directed to his office in the campus ministry departtnent. The issue needs to be dealt with by a
health specialist, Fennessy said.
The policy also emphasizes that
all members of the faculty should
understand cotmseling techniques
for students concerned about
AIDS. But, the faculty has only
received two pamphlets since this
policy was put out in 1987. Counselors in the University Counseling Services attended a one day
information session. No other faculty members have been required

to learn about AIDS, said
Fennessy.
The University Health Services
is also given requirements in this
response. The response encourages evaluation of health service
policies on a periodic basis. Currently, other than two dated pamphlets that discuss only the disease, and no methods of prevention, the campus dispensary offers
few options for AIDS related
services. Nationally, many campuses, including Cleveland State
University, have begun to offer
HIV testing as a part of their regular student health services.
"We would offer testing, you'd
have to pay for it, but we have the
ability to test for it," said Mary E.
Carney, R.N., a nurse at the JCU

At least seven John Carroll
University students are probably
infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the infection that causes the News
fatal acquired im- Feature
mune deficiency---syndrome (AIDS), according to
national statistics.
According to a Nov. 28, 1990
study by the Federal Center for
Disease Control, one of every 500
college students tests positive for
HIV. This CDC study is the fltSt
attempt to judge the HIV presence
on campuses, yet the JCU communityasa wholehasn'taddressed
the problem of AIDS since October 1987. when JCU published A
University Response to AIDS, establishing the university's AIDS
policy.
The response states, "The
as part of the Woodrow Wilson
highest priorities in AIDS-related
by Heather Hawkins
issues for the University will be
Visiting Fellows Program.
During his stay, Dr. Gussin will
the funding and establishment of
Dr. Robert Gussin, vice-presi- be a guest lecturer in several busieducational programs for all secdent of scieneeand technology for ness and science classes and will
tors of the community."
Over th!l'.e years later, Rev. Johnson and Johnson, will visit meet wilh students, alumni and
Peter Fennessy, SJ., vice presi- John Carroll University Feb. 4-8 faculty in lhc bsology and chcmdent and director of campus ministry, said there was currently. "no
AIDS education on campus."
Fennessy was part of the commitLee to formulate the Response.
"We are talking about starting
a 'Wellness Center; the main focus of which would be alcohol
abuse. But, it could also deaJ with
education of AIDS awareness,"
said Joseph Farrell, Dean of Students.
The Student Union IS taking
action on the issue of AIDS. "The
Student Union in particular sees
the need to educate students about
the dangers of AIDS. So, the week
before Easter Break (Mar 18-26)
we will sponsor an AIDS awareness week. If we can prevent one
student from spreading the HIV
infection, oureffon will provelifesaving,and we will have achieved
our goal," said Joe Cimpennan,
SU chief justice.
The educatioo section of the
response says training and AIDS
education will be incorp<nted into
the regular training of residence
hall staff. This education took
place before the Spring '91 semester, according to Patty
Ev.ry Sludenl Ia Elglble fDr loiMytpe of
O'Toole, assistant director of
Financial Aid AeprdiMe ol OnldM ot ....nlllllncome.
Residence Life.
• ~~eny~ . . glwftto ....-m.b-.dOfttMirr:••• 'Me
Anotherpartofthepolicy states
• Thelw'w - . y ........
who twwe bMft Macperer
that funds will be provided for
ti'OCiefY cleftla. cheefteedefa. ,.,.......oura ...etc.
"the acquisition of resource mate• Anults QUAF&ANTEeD.
rials to be used in research and
CALL
courses dealing with AIDS, and a

inft.nnary. "We don't really see a
lot of need for [IllY testing] ...
According to Carney, the students at CSU are of lower income,
and there are more African
Americans in their student population. So, Carney said, CSU has a
greater need for HlV testing.
Carney said students from JCU
come from beuer family environments, so their chances of getting
AIDS are fewer.
While Carney does not feel that
there is a need for AIDS testing on
campus, she does repon the campusdoctorsdodeal with if'lstances
of se:tually transmitted cliseases
(STDs).
'Traditional STDs arc only
going to appear among sexually
active groups," said Artie

Buraimoh, program supervisor for
the Center of Disease Control in
Ohio's Department of Health.
Buraimoh said where there are
behaviors that lead to STDs, there
are people who are involved in
high risk (for AIDS) sexual practices. So, because of the trends of
STDs, there are students at JCU
who are involved in high risk for
HIV infection, according to
Buraimoh.
"Young adults still see high
risk groups rather than high risk
activitJcs," said Buraimoh. "Students feel they can have multiple
sex partners as long as all involved
are heterosexual. Students haven't
been shown that AIDS is spreading quiclc.ly in the population and
making unsafe sex fatal."

JCU welcomes Woodrow Wilson Fellow
Vice president of Science for Johnson and Johnson to visit in Feb.

FREE

research and education."

dustry."

Gussin will hOld a public Jcc:ture entitled "Health Care in the
Year2000-Advances and Costs"
in the Jardine Room on Feb. 7 at
7:30p.m.
Dr. Gussin attended Duquense
University and received hts Ph.D
in pharmacology from the University of Michigan. He has 29
publications to his credit, most
focusing on renal disease. Dr.

Gussin and his colleagues have
also received two patents for
treatment of similar disorders.
The Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellows Program wac; established in 1973 to encourage the
flow of ideas between lhc academic and non-academic worlds
and 10 help students see the relationship between their education
and their future lives.

• Nominations will still be
the executive
offices of President, Vice-President and Chief
Justice at the Feb. 5 meeting. Primaries will be held
on Feb. 11 & 12.
• Nominations for the executive offices of Secretary
and Treasurer will be taken atthe meetings on Feb.
5 & 12.

SCHOLARStiP INFOfiiATJON FOR

• Information about the Senior Week in Myrtle
Beach is available in the SU office.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

CLASS NOTES
• SENIORS: Planning a ski trip to Holiday ValleyInformation to follow.
• JUNIORS & SOPHOMORES: Working on a trip
to Toronto on Feb. 23 & 24.
• FRESHMAN: Sponsoring a Valentine flower

STUDENTS WHO NEED

areer,..,........,._......,,_.of...,.nee.
tor.......,..

~e~nrorAIDSrelated

istry departments.
He will discuss such topics as
"Chemistry in Biotechnology", the
"Role of Science in the Economics of the 90's" and "Ethical Dilemmas in the Pharmacueticalln-

ANYTIME

II••••

c..,..,

1·800·542·5174
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Is there a draft on tap for
the United States?
by Patrick McGill
Wortd VIew Editor

Two short months ago, the
world, especially the United
States, was preparing to go to war.
Lofty goals and objectives were
being set. Troops, primarily U.S.
troops, were
amassing m the
News
Saudi Arabian
Anotysis
desert and in the
Persian Gulf. Coalitions were
Conning; allies were coming together.
It seemed as if the whole world
was uniting against one man,
Saddam Hussein. Tough rhetoric
was flying from both sides. The
world was poised for something,
anything. The United Nations had
agreed on adeadJjne,and the world
waited.
Two months ago, the Student
Union sponsored a small forum
on the Persian Gulf crisis. Talk of
a possible war was intensifying.
This page ran an article on the
possibility of reinstating the draft.
A lot has happened in two
months.
The dcadlJne passed. The war
started.
Students for Altemauve Solutions for Peace sponsored a major
conference on the Gulf War. This
page ran articles on the war itself.
With the war in the Gulf forging into its third week, talk of a
draft is again resurfacing, despite
attempts to squelch an such

speculation.
"We'vecrippled them from the
air," they boasL
''There have been so few casualties," more rejoice.
"Wemaynotevenhavetofight
a ground war," others dream.
Barring a complete Iraqi surrender, it seems as if a ground war
is inevitable. With such a war,
casualties are sure to skyrocket.
But where will their replacements
come from?
Why,theU.S.,mostassuredly.
Can the U.S. really expect the
British,
, the French, the Saudis, or
eve·n our "allies" the Synans to
Ieick in some extra forces should
ours become deficient? It doesn't
seem likely.
Garry Trudeau's comic strip
"Doonesbury" has always been
critical of the Bush administration,
as well as the U.S. government in
general.
On Jan. 23, his strip featured a
fictional interview between news
reporter Roland Hedley and a
young Saudi elite .known as Majid.
Hedley questions why the
young Saudi feels no compulsion
to defend his own country.
Hedley: "Majid, is there no
sense of duty among men your
age?"
Majid: "Mr. Hedley, my faith
tells us 'insh' Allah,' as God wills.
Our country is in his hands, nOt
ours!
"Besides, ifit were a true crisis,
like the U.S. insists, why hasn't
ourlcingdeclaredadraftortrained

MYRTLE BBACH
1'RJp,

DeadHnels
'the end of
J~muary

PICk up

registration
fonn and drop off $75. If you can't make it
•nd a friend to. the Student Union office.

what volunteers there already
are?"
Hedley: "Because the U.S. is
picking up the slack!"
Majid: "Smart man, our Icing."
Despite its com ic form,
Trudeau raises a legitimate point.
Instead of acquiring more
forces from other countries, the
U.S. has rushed headlong into the
Gulf War with a great amount of
our troops and very few others.
Since the U.S. has the lion's
share of troops m the war, we'll
have to resupply them.
It would be nice if the other
nations would step up thetr rather
"token" representation m the
coalition, but that is a most unlikely scenario.
"The U.S. IS picking up the
slack."
Before the war, U.S. Army
Colonel Wilham Taylor stated that
"this country has under arms and
in the available reserves all the
manpower required to fight what
will be a war of30 days or less... a
draft is unnecessary."
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Kent protests tamer than in past
by Mimi Hall
CICo~l

1991. us.<.

TOOAY/APr* ColeQe

I

lnfoonallon ~l'wOtl<

KENT, Ohio- Times have achanged at Kent State University.
Kent State is Unked in the nationaJ consciousness to student
protest, and some people see this
Midwest university as a bellwether
of anti-war activism on campuses
from California to New York.
Theymightbesurprisedatwhat
they would see today.
More than 20 years after National Guardsmen Jcilled four students during protests of the U.S.
invasion ofCarnbodia,anewbrecd
ofactivisthasemerged-resentful
of Kent's past and supportive of
the Persian GuJf War.
"We wAnt to let Kent State
know that there's a strong
American voice here," said Mike
Homula, ~0. a founder of United
Studehts for the Liberation of
Kuwait.
"The anti· war protesters are the
only voice that's been heard here.
I think it's time we stopped living
in the past and started loolcing to
the future."
Trish Hooper. 21, editor of the
student newspaper, theDaily Kent
Stater, said: "People view Kent as
the hotbed. .. That was true, but

colleges everywhere are more
conservative these days."
Especially here.
Since the war began last week,
pro-military rallies have attracted
hundreds who gather by the library
to holler support for the troops and
the president.
Tape on the windows of the
university's architecture building
spells out, "Support 4 R Troops."
"Isn't that fascinating?" said
sociology professor Jerry Lewis,
a witness to the May 4, 1970,
shootings.
"I remember when it used to
say, 'Remember the Kent State
Four.'"
But most of today's students
can hardly remember a time when
conservatives weren't in the White
House.
"We haven't had experience
with anything else," said Hooper.
"We were too young for
Caner."
Still, anti-war protests haven't
disappeared.
Every day at noon, members of
the Progressive Students Networlc
hold an hour-long vigil on campus, and several anti-war protests
have been held since the war broke

out
They are more peaceful than
their predecessors.
At a rally last week, pro- and

anti-war protesters started shoutingateachOlher,andsomeseemed
ready to come to blows.
Other students urged restraint
and both sides agreed to encourage open, friendly discussion of
the issue.
"We'retrymgtosetanew(antiviolence) standard at Kent," said
Laura Bauer, 18, a Progressive
group member.
One reason is tbat students feel
that because of the shootings, the
nation is watching and wondering
what will happen here.
"We are highly aware" of
Kent's impact, Bauer said.
Lewis said he was "very apprehensive that it would get nasty.
But I'm veryproudofourstudents
- they're very conscious of their
public image. You don 't like to be
a cultural stereotype."
And the students say they don't
want to do anything to stir up old
memories; they're eager to move
on.
"I realize it was a terrible thing
that happened," Christine Young,
21, said of the Jcillings.
"But it's tough to go to a school
that's not known for its business
program or its nursing program,
butbecausefourpeoplegotkilled.
It does get old. It gets very old."
(Mimi Hall writes for USA
Today.)
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Superpowers scratch scheduled su01mit
by John Omicinskl
CCopyrignt 1991. ~ TOOAV/ItfJple
ColleQ• lntonnotlon Network

WASHINGTON - Postponing the February arms summit in
Moscow gives both Americans
and Soviets elbow room to pursue
their main objectives.
President Bush wants to finish
off the Persian Gulf War without
risk of sending confused signals
to Iraq President Saddam Hussein.
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
is preoccupied with keeping his
job intact and preventing the Soviet Union from tearing itself to
shreds republic by republic.
Against those priorities, the
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty,
which is intended to reduce the
numbers of nuclear warheads in
the two countries' arsenals, finished second.
"The gulf war makes it inappropriate for President Bush to be
away from Washington," Secretary of State Baker said Monday.
The summit will be re-scheduled
for some time before June 30, he
said, if the war has ended by then.
Soviet Foreign M iniste r
Alexander Bessmertnykh empha-

sized Moscow's complete agreement., saying it "was a mutual decision so there is no disappointmenL"
Bush's move to delay the talks
is tacit acknowledgment, too, that
official euphoria about a short war
has given way to realism.
The notion of a commander in
chief being in Moscow and away
from Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney, Joint Chiefs of Staff
C hairman Colin Powell and
Washington'selaboratecommand
and control network, obviously
has become less realistic as the
war grinds on.
"In Bush's case, it would have
been incongruous for him to go
off to Moscow with a war gomg
on, especially with all the backsliding going on the Soviet gove rnment,"
said
Helmut
Sonnenfeldt., a former State Department counselor and National
Security Council staffer now at
the Brook ings Institution in
Washingto n, D.C.
Bush, too, ran theriskofpublic
criticism of the war from
Gorbachev, whose government is
saying the United States and the
U.N. coalition may be going be-

yond the original plan in its destruction of Iraq.
"Anything that might g1ve
Saddam Hussein the idea that the
coalition is fallmg apart is unwise," Sonnenfeldt said.
Gorbachev's real power became a bit of a mystery when the
Red Army cracked down in the
three Baltic states, killing several
demonstrators, and the Soviet
president said he dido 't hear about
it until after it happened.
Also clouding the situation
were extraordinary steps taken late
last week by Gorbachev's Kremlin to grant the KGB secret pohce
and the Interior Mintstry new
powers to demand financial and
commercial information from
businesses and banks. These,
presumably, would include joint
ventures that might involve
American interests.
The Bush admini stration
sought to finesse those qucsuons,
however, by blaming the delay
solely upon the distractions of allout war in the gulf.
"Our main concern is just the
Persian Gulf conflict," White
House press secretary Marlin
Fitzwater said Monday.

Fitzwater'sstatementwasablg
help to Gorbachev, because it
keeps the spotlight off the Soviet
crackdown in the Baltics. Blaming
the summit delay on the war takes
the onus off him but doesn't close
the door on a search for beuer
relations in the future.
But clearly, Baker was seeking
to play down any serious differences when he satd, "It's obv1ous
that President Gorbachev is
wrestling with a number of problems, but that's nolhlng new."
He said U.S. and Soviet planners would try to set new summit
dates in the first half of the year.
but that 1t would depend upon
war's end.
'This was supposed to be a
post-war summit.," said Jerry
Hough, a Soviet expert and director of the East-West Trade
Center at Duke U ni verstty in North
Carolina. "But going to Moscow
and talking about peace and arms
control would have seemed out of
place during a war. To say 1t ushers
in a new era of peace while people
are getting killed JUSt wouldn't
fit. ..

N<ew~ ~nun~
1. Offtcials in !.be RePublic
of.
avoided ami~
aackdown b)' its ~mu
nist. opponents this week.
a) Lithuania b) Ctoot.ia e)
Latvia d) Ireland

2. According to tesearchers
at tbc University of Minne$0ta,
people are more IUcely to remrua
abainent frQJl\ smoking if they

(John Omicinslci writes for
Gannell News Service.)

The Comedy Show

of
Leonard Thomas
and
Quevaughn Bryant

Friday, February 1
8:00 p.m.

Wolf & Pot
LEONARD THOMAS

Admission $1.00
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RA selection process gets underway
by Pat Scullin
Campus Ufe Editor
Along with the Spring semester comes the annual tradition of
selecting new Resident Assistants
to fill the voids for the 1991 - 92
school year.
Approximately 125 students
picked up applications to begin
the RA selection process within
the past two weeks. The applications, along with an essay, were
due in the Residence Life office
Monday at 5 p.m.
According to Donna Byrnes,

These qualifications include a
director of housing, the job has
four different purposes. These 2.0 grade point average, at least
aspects are to serve as a counselor two semesters of living in a colof peers, a programmer of floor lege residence haU, sophomore,
activities, an administrator, and a junior, senior, or graduate student
standing, and enrollment for the
disciplinarian.
Byrnes hopes that the whole 1991 - 92 school year.
Students who have already beprocess should be finished by
Easter Break. By that time the gun the process have submitted a
students that are chosen will be general application along with a
notified. Unfortunately they can- short essay stating their goals and
not be contracted by the Resident reasons for wanting to be an RA.
Students will now go through a
Life Office until the semester ends
and the students' qualifications training course of nine hours split
have remained in line with the up over the next three Sundays
requirements under which they from 7- 10 p.m. These sessions
are designed to help swdents realapplied .

Career Night hosts wellknown companies
by Joan Marold
The John Carroll University
Placement Office will host its
annual Career Information Night
on Monday, Feb. 4 from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. This event is open to all
juniors and seniors.
Susan Generazio, Director of
Placement says, " Career Night
'91 can serve as an important job
search tool by providing students
with an opportunity to gather career and internship. information
from various organizations."
Company representatives will at-

'IJ'dOIFISIDC!Hl£11.
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tend Career Night that may not
currently recruit on campus so
students are encouraged to bring
both resumes and questions with
them.
This year's Career Information
Night will be held in the SAC
Conference Room, located just
above the new student cafeteria in
the Recplex. A partial list of companies auending may be oblained
from the Placement Office a week
before the event Some companies currently committed to coming include: Society National
Bank, Avery International, Aetna,
E & J Gallo Winery, Lubrizol
Corporation, Metropolitan Group
Insurance, Mt. Sinai Hospital,
National City Corporation, Quaker
Oats, and the U.S. Office of Personnel Management.

ize different aspects of their life.
These aspects are meant to be included in the autobiography of the
student, which is due Monday,
Feb. 18.
All students who have completed these three sessions and
then submitted an autobiography
will be granted an interview with
members of the Residence Life
Office. The interviewing board
will be composed of Byrnes, approximately two hall directors, two
RA's and two students. Byrnes
said this can hopefully give them
a more rounded view of the student.

Byrnes said that these interviews can sometimes be very difficult. To prepare, a students
should gather 8 to 10 of his closest
friends and have them begin rapidly firing questions, Byrnes said
jokingly.
Perhaps the most important
aspect of the job is the fact that
"although the resident assistant is
f1rst and foremost a student, he/
she is also considered a member
of the Student Affairs Staff and
must function as a University official," according to the resident
assistant job description.

JCU celebrates Black History Month
by Christie Harcarufka
Asst. Campus Ufe Editor

Once again John Carroll UniversitY will be celebrating Black
History month.
On Feb. 7 Dr. Satyanada
Gabriel of the economics department at Mt Holyoke College will
lecture on the "creative approaches to economic development in the African American
community," at 3:30p.m. in the
Jardine Room.
A special tnbute to Afncan

American composers will be held
on Feb. 17 with a concert performance by the Cleveland Chamber
Symphony. Special appearances
will be made by composers Leslie
Adams, Wendell Logan, Zenobia
Powell Perry, and Dr. Jo Lanier
(mezzo-soprano). The performance will be held in Kulas Auditorium at 7:30p.m. Tickets will
cost $10 for adults and $5 for
students.
DuringtbeweekofPeb.l0-16
there will be an art exhibit entitled
"A Visual Arts Perspective by

Minority Cleveland Artists." The
exhibit will be held in the John
Carroll University Mitzi Verne
Library Gallery. A reception will
be held Sunday, Feb. 10 from 3- 5
p.m.
Throughout the month there
will be performances by school
choirs in the Atrium of the
Recplex. These performances wiJJ
take place between 11:30 a.m. - 1
p.m. Two of the schools participating will be Tremont Elementary School and Collinwood High
School.

EXPERTWJUnNG AND
FORMAnNG
REASONABLE PRICES
LASBR QUAUTY PRIN'nNO
3 DAY SBRVICE
PICK-UP AND DEUVERY
AVAJLABL.E

Do you know of
events ofrgroups
that you think
should be
represented in the
Carroll News?

121· ·1111
CALL TODAYI
·•·

Call us with your story
ideas.
Or call us ifyou're just
interested in writing for
us
at
397-4479

Friday, Feb. 1 & Sunday, Feb. 3
In Kulas Audtorfum at 8 p.m.
Free with Discount Card I $2 without
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Exercise can whip the
body into shape
by Sarah Stehle
Staff Reporter

Another day of classes has
ended. Exhaustion sets in from
sitting through three classes in a
row. An afternoon nap seems lilce
a good idea after eating half a bag
ofDoritos and catching a glimpse
of another ridiculous episode of
Oprah.

True, students don't get an
overwhelming amount of sleep at
night. Afternoon naps are a cure
for the exhaustion that sets in.
Yet a factor that most people
don't consider as a reason for exhaustion is a lack of exercise.
How much exercise do you get
in one day or in some cases one
week?
Some students primary exercise is waking up in the morning
and deciding whether to attend
class and for others it is walking to
class.
According to Father Skip
Latella in Get In Shape, Stay in
Shape, regular exercise is a vual
component of overall health.
Physical fitness also helps you
perform at your best. When you
are in good shape, you can make it
through the day without exhaustion.
The fitness movement began
in this country in the early 1970s,
according to Ardy Freedberg in
his book entitled The Facrson File
Dictionary of Fitness, and is still

a part of our society today!
Exercise can be fun if you make
itfun. Aerobicsandrunningaren't
the only two forms of exercise.
John Carroll University has a
wide variety of exercise facilities.
JCU has recently expanded its
exercise facilities with the addition of two new fitness centers.
The coordinator of the two new
fitness centers is Mr. James
Pancher. He stresses that the
school is trying to get away from
the sterotypical, male-dominated
weight room,
Women are encouraged to talce
advantage of these facilities.
Students are required to have a
current validation stir;lcer on their
1.0. cards to permit use of any
facilities. Before using the new
fitness centers, students are required to fill out a health questionnaire.
Panchec states that the series of
questions are asked for the safety
of each student
Any past physical problems
should be dted in case of an
emergency
A pink JCU sticker will alliO be
put on the siUdent's I.D. card 10
show that a questionaire has been
ft.lled out.
The cardiovascular fitness
room is located across from the
music rooms on the lower level of
the Recplex.
It contains a combination of
lift steps, stair masters, life cycles,
monarch bikes, versa chamber,
Nordic track, two rowing rna-

chines and a universal gym.
The weight room, located
across from the old gym contains
individual weight machines, dumb
bells and free weights.
Both of these fitness rooms
have floor instructors ready to
help any student with questions.
Different programs are posted
and designed to allow every person to set up an individual workout
One can list repetitions, weights
and chart progress.
The floor instructors can show
anyone how tO use any of the
machines
The ft.tness machines in both of
these rooms are fairly easy to use.
For those of you who enJOy
aerobics, there are classes being
instructed up to two times a day.
JohnCarrollhasanindoortrack
for all who enjoy running or fast
walking.
Basketball and volleyball
courts are open until thewee hours
of the morning.
There is a men's weight room
and nauulus mstde of the natatOrium. There i~ aJap pool and a

by Kevin Williams
Staff Reporter

A slumping economy coupled
with attention being given to the
troops in the Persian Gulf has resulted in a long, hard winter for
area homeless shelters, soup
kitchens, and poor relief agencies.
There are many things college
students can do to help alleviate
the problems.
Goodwill has been especially
hard hit. Although the afterChristmas months are traditionally the leanest months for
Goodwill, this year has been even
worse.
"We can't really pinpoint why;
[though) with the recession many
more people are wa1ching their

Jeff Barklow
Sophomore

diving well.

Tennis courts are outside, and
inside racquetball and squash
courts.
These are some of the fac iii ties
open to all JCU students at most
times of the day
Take advantage of the opportunity to get yourself in shape and
talce a friend with you. In the end,
you'll findahealthier,happieryou.

Goodwill needs help from the
students during hard times
pockel books," said Michelle
Raines, communications and development director with Cleveland Area Goodwtll Industries.
Goodwill provides rehabilitation services, vocational evaluation, and job placement among
their many offerings to local needy.
These services are funded in part
through private donations by individuals.
When donauons dt(;re&c, so
does Goodwill's funding.
Raines stresses that we can all
do something to help the poor.
"I always havesomeoldclothes
sitting in my closet that I nevec
wear; that is the easiest way to
help.Thisdoesn'tcostanymoney;
it just involves going to your
nearest Goodwill to drop off the
items," Raines said.
Store shelves are definitely not

How do you feel about women
being drafted?

as full as previous winters.
"When you wallc through one
of our stores you can tell how
much trouble we have. The racks
are almost bare," Raines said.
Charity has meanwhile increased due to the war. Area
blood donation centers and other
war organizations are reporting a
large increase in donations.
"This is good and it shows that
people do care about helping. It is
just harder for people 10 get out in
the snow and cold," Raines said.
John Carroll is gearing up for
an additional phase of the Student
Union sponsored Project Gold.
This will help alleviate thin help at
area soup kitchens.
Any student interested in volunteering or donating to Goodwill
should cont.aetMichelleRaines at
431-8300.

"No. Wehave
enough work to do
at home."
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WUJC makes improvements for a new decade
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W ednesday evening rap show, "Cold Dominating Cuts."

by Mik e Thomas
Asst. Features Editor
Casey Kasem, Rick Dees, and Wolfman
Jack all had 10 start somewhere. Somewhere like 88.7 FM WUJC, John Carroll
University's alternative radio station.
Located in the Recplex across from the
Student Union, WUJC offers a wide variety
of musical styles and program formats.
Blues, jazz, modem, metal, talk shows-it's
all there.
This year, however, WUJC has under-

·pbolo - ) ' Ollio Tnaul

gonea face lift AI though
it is a college radio station, improvements
were made 10 malce it more user-friendly
and listener- appealing. "We want to have
a professional sound. It's great practice for
ad-libing and on-air improvisation," said
Sue Csendes, program director for WUJC.
While physical changes have been outwardly apparent, the most significant
changes have occured in the overall format
of the station. Although talk shows and
various ethnic programs remain, the number of modem shows on the air has dim in-

re
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TOPPINGS

Twelve exams, nine papers and
a term project all due by Friday. A
slight exaggeration, yet a nightmare faced by every student every
week.
The amount and COJ!lplexity of
work students are faced with places
an overwhelming amount of stress
on them.
According to Dr. Hans Selye,
an authority on the subject, stress
is simply the "nonspecific re-

sponse of the body 10 any demand." Stressisalwayspresentin
everyday life.
According to Solomin H.
Snyder, M.D.. in his book entitled
Escape From Anxiety and Stress,
the word "stress" has a negative
connotauon.
This is due 10 the conditions
that may stem from stress.
The conditions may range from
unpleasant feelings to serious
health conditions causing headaches, ulcers, and even heart dis-

eases.
Some stress is good and can be

1 M4:5 Cedar at S. Taylor
Cleveland tits.
9:52-060:5

I

I $6.99 :
I e::.~t!= I
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advantages: onedoesn 'tneed to worry about
getting ripped-off on resale value, and it
lasts for as long as the holder is alive.
"Compared 10 a fraternity or athletics,
the cost is very minimal," noted Music
Director Andy Dennee. "There is a land of
fraternity among DJ.s. It's an opportunity
to get together with friends and socialize.
The fee isn't 1mposed by us, it's imposed by
the government."
Overall, however, public reaction to the
changes at WUJC were noted by Dew as
"very positive".
Therehavebeen positive remarks
by members of the listening audience who take the time to
crulthestationduringvarious
shows as well as adulation by
students who listen as much
for the sound of a friend's
vo1ce as for the music being
played.
Even minor changes such as the
new station jingle and weather promo
were professionally done and add
measureably to the station's overall effectiveness.
So, whether your taste lies in eclectic
programs, or if you're simply bored with
Top 40 tunes, move that dial to 88.7 FM
WUJC for a fresh approach to radio in the
90's.

symp om
eing rec gnized
with various ways to cope

by Sarah Stehle and

• ISN'T rr·nue 1
: FOR DOMINO!Sf
I
. PIZZA?
.•

ished significantly, making room for other
formats such as country/western and blues.
"There are four college stations in the
Cleveland area, and modern music is becoming mamstream," said Csendes." It
used to be underground, but now it's become commonplace. I think our job is 10
offer more than one type of music."
In addition to changes in the musical
format, there has been a reorganization of
the dee jay training program. Dennis Dew,
personnel manager for WUJC, noted a large
influx of people seeking D.J. postions.
Because it is impossible to
accomodate everyone, a more
selective process had to be
developed. "We started having the apprentices make
demo tapes to show their
competence in producuon
skiUs," said Dew. "It's much
morestructuredand organized."
In addiuon to the demo tapes,
apprentices are encouraged to send for
their broadcaster's license from the Federal
Communications Commission. Recently,
however, there have been complaints by
trainees about the cost of this necessity
which was free until this year.
In retrospect, the$35 fee seems minimal
when compared with other costs such as
books and entertainment And it has other

2nd GENERATION
OJ Every

positive.
This type of stress serves as a
stimulus to action, and without it
little would get done in the world.
Everyone experiences stress in
a different way.
There are three bas1c ways
people vent their stress: Anxiety,
depression, and anger.
Anxiety is characterized by
restlessness and is descnbed by
words such as "tense" and "nervous."
Depression is a feeling of
hopelessness. Anger may be
shown through frustration, uritability or violence.
Now. with the war in progress,
males are more likely to feel the
effects of stress than females due
to the various questions of enlistment, according to Rev. John A.
Knapek from University Counseling.
Knapek says there are larger
issues which may bring on stress,
such as people thinking about the
environment, which would include

Friday Night
From Alternative Music
To Classic Rock and Roll

.. .-.

..

•

the oil spill, and also the deficit
"These may not be expressed
in peoples' conscious but they remain in their subconscious. It is
there, and something may trigger
1t •" said Knapek.
"Each individual has a level of
tolerance and handles stress differently," according to Knapek.
Some ways students handle this
kind ofstress is by studying harder,
turning to drugs and alcohol,
joining support groups or University Counseling, and getting involvedinextracurricularactivities
around campus.
Anotherwaytocopewithstress
is just to relax . Some techniques
for this would be to tighten the
muscles in your toes and hold for
lOseconds. Releaseandenjoy the
sensauon. Then repeat the same
procedure with the muscles in your
feet Continue doing this through
your body--legs, abdomen, back,
neck, face.
One refresher is 10 take a couple
of deep breaths.
For most students, the best way
to eliminate a substantial amount
of stress would be 10 not procrastinate, and sit back and try to
relax. Everything works out in the
end.

.. , ...... ..,. .........
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Sporting Fools

Farrah and Ryan play the field in Good Sports
By Chris Reed
Staff Reporter

Who's your favorite sportscaster? Instead of Sport
Machine's George Michael, try out Farrah Fawcett and
Ryan O'Neal on the new sitcom, Good Sports, shown
Thursday nights at 9:30 on CBS (channelS).
O'Neal and Fawcett star as sportscaster on the fictional
Rappaport Network, but their conflicting personalities
provide the needed spark. "Downtown" Bobby Tannen
(O'Neal) is a well-meaning, but goofy ex-con and exfootball player, while Gayle Roberts (Fawcett) is a coolrespected professional. The two characters have a bizarre
mutual past the/ would rather forget. Howeva, you'll
have to tune m for that story.
Once again, Fawceu tries to make viewers forget her
pastas an "Angel" of Charlie's Angels Ofall the"Angels"
she's probably the one who has fought the hardest to shed
this image. Shealsohasbeen the most~ uccessfultoescape
the stereotype; this is evident in her movies, The Burning
Bed, and Extremities.
The show is both a gamble and a retread. It's a gamble
as the actors tnvolved are fairly new to comedy, especially
Fawcett, and also Lane Smith, who cleverly piays the

IFarrah Fawcett and Ryan O'Neal appear on
this month's cover of Vanity Fair.
...,.., phooo by Hall RiD>

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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stray1ng husband by posing as the
by Cheryl Brady
wicked Madam Satan. With Kay
The grandness and allure Johnson, Reginald Denny, Lillian
of Hollywood. as well as its Roth and Roland Young. USA,
foolish excesses and vulgarity, 1930. 105 minutes.
StJmson and Delilah
have been virtualJy defmed in
Sun. Feb. 3 at 7 p.m.
many of Cecil B. DeMille's
This lusty and lavish epic tells
films. From February 2 to 17.
The Cleveland Cinematheque of Samson, the Old Testament
is presenting six of DeMille's strongman (Victor Mature) who
films - according to the wrestles a lion bare-handed and
Cinematheque, the craziest, slays a thousand men with the
campiest and most spectacu- jawbone of an ass. Samson also
tar. DeMllle shrewdly depicts falls prey to the wiles of the
the wages of sin in graphic, treacherous Philistine (Hedy
entertaining terms; his success Lamarr). USA, 1949, new color
bas gained him the title "the print, 128 minutes.
The B11ccaneer
greatest showman on earth."
Thurs. Feb. 7 at 7:30p.m.
Mailam Satan
This adventure thriller takes
Sat. Feb. 2 at 9:45 p.m.
Cecil B. DeMiU's tale of a place during the 1814 Battle of
masked ball on an ill-fated New Orleans., with pactio tic pirate
zepplin was perhaps the first Jan Lafitte romancing local ladies
disasta film spectacular. The and saving the day for Andrew
plot focuses on a simple- Jackson. Starring Fredrich March.
hearted, hopelessly romantic Walter Brennan and Anthony
wife who tries to win baclcher Quinn. USA, 1938, 124 minutes.

MoreCecilB.DeMilleftlms
IOt;elistcdnext weet: FOi more

information call42J-74SO.
Also at The Cinematheque
lnterrogalion
Fri. Feb. 1 at 9:30p.m.
Sat Feb. 2 at 7:30p.m.
KrystynaJandawontheBest
Actress Award at last year's
Cannes Film Festival for her
electrifying performance as a
flightynightclubsinga. In 1951
Poland, she is arbitrarily arrested, imprisoned, and tortured
for unspecified pobucal reasons.
Achilling prison drama, this
flllm by Ryszard Bugajski was
banned for seven years. The
fllm condemns the inhumanity
of Stalinism while celebrating
the vast potential for courage
and defiance in ordinary human
beings.
Poland, 1982/1989. Subtitles. 118 minutes.
Cleveland Priemere.

••
•

•
•
•
••
•

!
•
•
•

•

•

Area Movie Theatre Listings:
Cedar-Lee

Center-Mayfield

Loews Cedar Center

Cedar and Lee Roads
321-8232
starting Friday:
Hamkt starring
Mel Gibson & Glenn Close
7 p.m.. 9:40 p.m.
Cyrono De &ug~roc
5:30p.m.• 8:15p.m.

3909 Mayfield
381-7313
starting Friday:
HavaNl , 7 p.m.
Predator Ir starring
D:mny Glover. 9:35p.m.
M mrtaids starring Cber
7:30 p.m., 9:50p.m.
Ghost staoing Patrick
Swayze, 7:10p.m.• 9:40p.m.

13961 Cedar Road at Cedar
and Warrensville
371-2300
starting Friday:
Godfather III starring
Al Pacino, Diane Keaton
5:45 p.m., 9 p.m.
Popcorn
6 p.m., 8 p.m., 10 p.m.

Sat Roclty Horror
12midnight

•
•••
•••
•
•
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ror VF

power-hungry networt owner, Mr. Rappaport. Also, the
show is an attempt to duplicate the off-camera chemistry
between the two stars. ~ionally, media stars "hit it
off' after worlcmg together, but this concept is reversed
here. It:s a retread in that so many TV shows have been set
at TV sl.at.ions and because it tries to duplicate the friendly
bickenng of the Bruce WiUis/Cybtll Shepherd relationship from Moonlighting.
The humor here usually draws on the unexpected and
the unprcdicl.able. For example, in a Gary Shandling -like
move, a depressed and distraught O'Neal wandered into
DaVld Belzer's sl.and-upcomic rouune bcmg filmed on the
same network
Several odd-humorous scenes are created in relation to
sports At one pomt., the duo mtervtew and nearly brawl
w1th Kareem Abdul-Jabar and even argue hyst.ericall)
over thetr Superbowl coverage.
Another bonus is the tangy-memorable theme song by
AI Green whtch accompanies the innovative opening
credtts.
Overall, Good Sports succeeds as 1t provides several
genu1ne laughs and escapism. Good Sports is a tresh alternative to the stale Thursday night hne-up of Cosby,
Different World , etc. In add1tion, Good Sports puts the
carreers ofFawceu and O'Neal on a different and uruque
track.

-·
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Live at the Agora

Living Colour is Alive
by Peter B. Wll$on
Staff Reportef
Wow! Well, if anyone missed
it, last Saturday, Living Colour
played at the Agora for a packed
audience. The "slam pit" was
rowdy and the best of Living
Colour rocked the house without
mercy. Urban Dance Squad
opened up for Living Colour, and
they played an hour
of equally "vivid"
music. Speaking of
Vivid,LlVlngColour
played music from
thatalbumasweUas
songs from their lat-

proved why his name is along the
names of Joe Satriani and Eddie
Van Hal en when it comes to pure
guitar skill.
The light show was spectacular and the small intimate setting
allowedeve.ryonetoenjoytheloud
music to its full capacity.
Opening the show, Urban
Dance Squad packed the "slam
pit" to the point that people were

cstalbum,TimesUp.
"Desperate People"
and "Cult Of Personall[y,"alongwith
other songs on their
first album , were
mixed in with
"Type," "Elvis Is
Dead," and "History
Lesson," jus t to
name a few.
Giover chatted
with the crowd and
talked about current
social issues, such as
war in the Gulf be·
fore bcginnmg the
song ''Fight The

Fi~ht.".

l

and dessert."
Soon aftet, Living Colour appeared on stage. The band was
very friendly with the audience, in
treating several times. "Love
Rears Its Ugly Head" was especially well done, but all the songs
were played as well as or beuer
than on the albums. The crowd
rcaJiygotintothemusic,anditfelt
like falling off a mountain top
after the last
note was sung
and the band
said goodbye.
Whatisespecially mce
abouuhis tour
is that it is
conce ntrated
on college
cities. Living
Colour
is
s tic king to
smal l c lubs
and theaters,
whtch
a llowed form· tcraction with
the band and
the audience.
over
said m an intcrvtcw with
Sc~ne maga-

robot in .bet ovm. Pll)~d.~)ilKe-j
ness, .00\¥ ~ rooou~g~(:netl
sul:i<:ouciou Jn~

know.
Oddly~~·

1

Living Colour electriraed the Agora last Saturday n i g h t d zine. "M?st
'ThiS next song
Jll><*>--rq.;.,,_.., people thmk
is for all those men
that
now
andwomenwhoareoverthereaod being handed across on top of the we'reastadium band, which we're
should be bere!"
crowd UrbanDanceSquadplayed not Out of a two year tour, we
Thebandalsoplayedsongsthat their "hit," "Deeper Shade of wereprogressingfromsmallclubs
weren't on etther album, includ- Soul," along with some harder to theaters to whatever. We
ing one that will probably be on an rock-rap music that was truly im- thought on thts record we should
upcoming album Glover is doing press1ve as well as innovative.
go back and start all over again.
withanotherartist Heshowedhis
They worked the crowd to a Start from the beginning where
remarkable vocal range by sing- high peak and let Living Colour we started the last record."If you
ing a reggae-blues type song.
takeover from there. Urban Dance missed this tour, be on the lookout
William Calhoun gave a drum Squad'sleadsingersaid, "We were because Living Colour will be
solo, and guitarist Vernon Reid the appeti7..er; .,get read.Y for dinner back.

A NIGHI OF COMEDY AT SECOND CRY
Sponsored by the CHICAGO JOHN CARROLL ALUMNI CLUB

Saturday, March 2
8:00pm
Main Stage
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

: Tickets: $15.00 per person - proceeds to benefit Chicago :
:
Alumni Scholarship Fund
:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

For tickets & information mail $15 to:
Bob Kasunic
Make checks payable to:
3950 N. Lakeshore Drive Apt. 6-11 B
JCU
Alumni Club
Chicago, IL 60613
(312) 528-9421
• Second City is located on Wells St. at North Avenue

Clevel d Opera
explores Egypt
by Julian Sevillano
Entertainment Editor
Under the direction of David
Bamberger, the Cleveland Opera
has assembled what is being btlled
as "the most spectacular Opera"
in its production of Verdi's Aida.
Opening February l4andrunning
through the
17 at the State . . - - - - - -Theatre, Aida
featuresacast
of hundreds.
Included
in the cast is a
monumental
sphinx, an elephant, a rebra, and several monkeys
and camels.
Richard J. Oark and Joan Khara,
stars of the Metropolitan Opera,
play alongside Catherine Lanty,
who performed to sold out audi ·
ences last season in Madame
BUJterfly. Also starring are Russian star Natalia Rom and Cleveland native MarkS. Ross a.o; well
as Donald Sherrill, making his
debut with the Cleveland Opera.
Aida is one of the world's most
performed operas, superseded
only by LA Boheme and Carmen.

Its popularity stems partJy from
its score, but mostly from the visual show.
The plot centers around a love
triangle. Radames, an Egyptian
soldier is the object of Amoeris'.
the Egyptian princess, affection.
However, Aida, her slave, is also
in love with Amneris. Radames
falls in Jove
- - - - - - - , with Aida
and
the
y o u n g
couple has
to choose
be twe e n
their love
for
each
other and
their allegiaoce to
their country.

Opening for the ftrst time in
Cairo in 1871, Aida was written
by Verdt with official permission
of the Egyptian government It
was last performed in Cleveland
in 1985.
Tickets for the Cleveland
Opera's interpretation of Aida
have been in such high demand
that the opening date was moved
to February 14 from the 15 in
order to accommodate a larger
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English professor boasts a life of poetic thought
by Marcellus Neoty

Dr. James Magner's slow, rhythmic way
of talking places a spell over his English
classes at John Carroll University. He has
had a lifetime of contemplation, learning,
and experience which he takes into the
classroom in order to convey literature to
his students.
Magner fltSt became interested in po..
etry when he was in grade school. 'Well,
my initial touch with poetry was m the
seventh grade, with Mrs. Aaherty," said
Magner. "She asked the class to write a
poem and I've been writing poems ever
since."
At the age of 19, Magner left his home
in a New York suburb to attend the Umversity of Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana After his fltSt year there he decided
to leave. At the time, he felt that life at
Notre Dame was too structured for his taste.
So, he traveled across the country. E ventually, he landed a job as a maintenance man
at The Shangrila HoteL
After spending a few months washing
windows and keeping up the hotel, Magnec
decided that it would be best for him to
return to New York City. Once he got there
he landed a job in the circulation deparunent
of a local newspaper.
About seven months after he got the job,
he was offered the position of sports editor.

ofJesus. While
l was there, I
was taught by
some
fine
teachers. After
five years, I had
taken enough
classes to get a
today.
degree."
When he
'There was a poem that I wrote to a man
who was waiting to kill me. It is a poem that left the monasI have loved for years. In the poem I'm tery, Magner
standing over him, and I say to him that I'm completed a
imagining he has a wife and children. A one year resiat
few days after I wrote that poem, I was hit dency
by machine gunfire."
Duquesne UniBecause of his injury, he was removed versity where
from duty. While he was recovering, he he finished a
Dr. James Magner reads a poem in class from an anthology.
received several letters of encouragement triple major in
from a contemplative monk, who was a claSSICS, phifriend of his family. Those letters piqued losophy, and English. With the completion approach/ take your body and your soul/
Magner's interest for the contemplative of his undergraduate education, he was beneath the bridge/there's an old man there/
life. After leaving the military, he spent hired to teach English and world history at who wiU keep you warm/ with the fire he
Blawknox prison, located along the Al- has built in a garbage can/ and he will open
five years as a contemplative monk.
"In the monastery," said Magner, "we legheny River.
hisdeplorableraggled ccatjand let you in/
got up at two o'clock in the morning, and
Magner has written 12 books and pub- withal I theothercreawresjofhis unwashed
we would chant the office of the prayers lished eight, with the first being published skin./ He will not edify youJ he will jusL
each day. When we weren't doing that, we in 1965 and the last in 1986. He cannot listen to your dreams/ and the marking of
were sitting in silent prayer, or taking name any poem that is a favorite of his, but your heart,/ and rock you to sleep/ as your
classes.
he does recall a poem he bad written caUed mother would... "
"In the order that I was in, our vocation "To Whom You Shall Go."
Dr. Magner is currently teaching Crewas to teach Christ crucified, and to bring
"When It is too dark/ for anyone else to ative Writing, Poetry, Modem Poetry, and
people into the heart of God through the life seeJ and you stink so/ no one else will American Literature Since 1865.

Unfortunately, he was relieved of his position a short time later because he could not
type. Discouraged and upset, he joined the
U.S. Infantry.
"The worst thing in war that Iexperienced
was exposure." said Magner. "Sometimes,
the weather would go down to 30 below.
We didn't have sleeping bags like we do

JOHN CARROLL STUDENT UNIONT PRESENTS:

SPRING BREAK: 91
March 30th

~~

April 7th

DESTINATIONS:
1. Panama City Beach, FL --

2. Daytona Beach, FL --

Own Transportation From $125
Motorcoach From $225
Air Available Upon Request

Own Transportation From $145
Air Avaiable Upon Request

3. Cancun, Mexico --

From $507 •

only 40 spots

*Limited space is available
• Information meeting & sign-up will be Fri. Feb. 1 at 3:00 pm in the SU Office
• Now accpeting $1 00 deposits in the Student Union office
* Pay with MasterCard, Visa, American Express, check, cash

CONTACT STUDENT UNION FOR MORE INFORMATION
397-4230

-.
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Carroll's slide continues against OAC leaders
by David Coldwell
Sports Editor

Don't bother telling John
Carroll's men's basketball team
that moral victories don't count in
the Ohio Athletic Conference.
They already know. The Blue
Streaks played two of their
toughest games of the OAC sea-

son last week, and lost both.
Plagued by poor shooting,
coach Tim Baab' sStreaksdropped
to 2-10 in the conference (7-12
overall) with home losses to
Baldwin-Wallace and Otterbein.
Carroll has lost five straight and
seven out of their last eight. going
into Wednesday's game at Capital.

"We'replayingextremelyhard
right now," Baab said. "But there
are no moral victories when you
come away with an 'L'."
The Streaks seemed to be on
the verge of a victory last
Wednesday against B-W. In what
was almost certainly JCU's finest
defensive effort of the year, the
Streaks held a 56-54 lead with
4:07 to play. But fresh man
playmaker Johnnie Bufford (16
points) fouled out, and Carroll
failed to score the rest of the way
as the Yellow Jackets tallied the
fmal 11 points of the game.
The Strealcs held second-place
Baldwin-Wallace to only 35%
shooting, but JCU countered by
shooting an abysmal 33.8%.
"It's so obvious what the
problem is offensively," Baabsaid.
"We just have to knock down our
shots."
Last Saturday things didn't get
any easier as OAC leading
Otterbein visited Carroll Gym and
topped the Streaks 88-75. Carroll
started strong against the Cardi-

nals, but several missed
oppurtunities on offense and a
combined 36 f ltSt-halfpoints from
Otterbein guards Jerry Dennis and
James Bradley created a 51-40
halftime deficit for the Streaks.
On two occasions in the second
half JCU was able to cut the
Otterbein lead to eight, but that
was as close as the outmanned
Streaks would come. Junior forward Mike Toth had 21 points and
10 rebounds for Carroll. On the
season Toth is third in the OAC in
scoring at19.6 ppg. and fourth in
rebounding at 8.2 per game.
If
else, the two rela-

tively close losses seemed to indicate !hat the Streaks have certainly not given upon this increasingly fruslrating campaign.
"We're playing as hard as we
have aJI year right now," Baab
said. "It's not over and our players know !hat if we make some
shots we'll be in for a battle no
matter who we are playing."
In 12 OAC games, JCU has
shot 50% only twice, and has been
under 40% four times.
After Wednesday's contest at
Capital, JCU returns home for a 3
p.m. start Saturday against Ohio
Northern.
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A ·sunday designed to
wash away worries
by Kevin Krueger

13897 Cedar Road
(Located in Cedar Center Plaza)

932-8828

Thus on the seventh day, our
leader was able to rest momentarily from the work he had undertaken. Toourpeopleatwar,he
had said, "We will not fail," and
the promise had tried him physically and worm him emotionally.
But now, on Sunday, he rested
from his work. He stopped and
looked and he saw red, white, and
blue clash with red, white, and
blue. H..e saw them fight valiantly
and arise to shake hands afterward. He' saw this, and he proclaimed it io be good.

And it was good.
In fact, Super Bowl X XV
proved to be one of the most dramatic ever, and served as a welcome diversion from the cold and
brutal realities of the Middle East
conflict It is a strange yet wonderful irony that a spon employing terminology such as "ground
attack", "aerial assault".
"trenches", "bomb", and "blitz"
should be able to provide an appealing alternative, if only for a
day, to the war's destruction.
Itis wonderful, though, because
it is a game, because we lcnow
what is at stake is pride and honor
instead of life and power. The
winners will celebrate with heads
high and month of work fulfilled

and the losers will return next year
with hearts set on attaining glory.
Referees will be present to make
sure the contest is waged fairly,
and fans will cheer and do so
loudly.
So, on Sunday, we as a nation
cheered loudly for our team, or
perhaps for the aura of the game
itself. We revelled in the efforts of
an Ottis Anderson and a Bruce
Smith as they each staked their
team's claim to NFL dominance.
In real war there is hellish horror
that can be neither cheered nor
revelled in, but only supported
with a sense of faith and hope in a
speedy and safe return home for
our people and a positive outcome
for our world.

leers earn come-from-behind win
against WiHenberg
M...Th5.Spm
Fri. 5-9 pm

, .,

$1.25
We now accept Visa & Mastercard

Chess and backgammon boards available
every night. Clubs meet on Mondays.

21 & Over Only

by Mike LaForest
The John Carroll Blue Streak
hockey team improved its record
to 9-5 by defeating Wittenberg 75 last Friday night
The Blue Streaks, who were
missing several key players,
played an unimpressive first period
and trailed Wittenberg 3-.Q.
"We skated slow in the ftrst
period and fell behind," Dave
Betish said.
John Carroll came back and
opened the scoring in the second

period with goals by Mike
O'Connor and Tony Bertuca before Wittenberg answered with a
goal of its own. Still down, the
Blue Streaks added two more goals
by Jerry Bourke and Betish to end
the second period tied 4-4.
Only 28 seconds into the third
period, John Carroll took the lead
on Bourke's second goal of the
night, but the lead was short lived
when Wittenberg tied the game 30
seconds later.
The Blue Streaks took the lead
again late in the third period and
got an insurance goal by Mike

0 'Connor with just over two minutes remaining to make the fmal
score 7-5.
The Blue Streaks will face the
Midwest Collegiate Hockey
League'snewestmember,Purdue,
this Friday at 11 p.m. and again on
Saturday at 10:45p.m.atThomton
Park in Shaker Heights.
The Streaks do not know much
about Purdue, but head coach Jim
Conners feels the Streaks will be
ready.
"It will be an important game,
and all of our key players will be
there," Conners said.

SPORTS
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Freshman making big strides for Lady Streaks
by Julie Evans
Staff Reporter

John Carroll University starting freshman forward Cindy
Shumaker chose to attend John
Carroll University because she was
impressed by the people. However, it is Shumaker who has impressed the students of John
Carroll and the members of the
opposing women's basketball
teams.
Shumaker currently leads the
team in rebounding and scoring.
In 17 games she has 148 rebounds,
an average of8.7 per game. In her
best game against Waynesburg,
Shumaker snagged 18 rebounds,
only two less than the best Ohio
Athletic Conference performance
of this season.
Despite her success, Shumaker
is not overly concerned with improving her individual statistics,
preferring to talk about the team·s
goals.
"I definitely feel we can do
better," Shumaker said. "We
started with real high hopes, but
we've been losing lately. However, we're staying with it and I
think we can win our remaining
games."
Fitting in with her team altitude is Shumaker's citing of last
Saturday's game against confer-

ence foe Otterbein, when the
Streaks snapped an eight-game
losing streak, as one of her favorite games.
"We went into the game and
wanted to win real badly, and we
did," Shumaker said. "We felt
real high and it left us feeling we

not necessarily scoring more
points," Shumaker said. "I want
to work on driving to the hoop and
improving my dribbling. I need to
work: on laking the ball up the
court."

Although Shumaker loves the
gameofbasketball,she would like
to change one rule.
"Personal fouls should be
moved up to six instead of fa.ve

because I foul out too much,"
Shumaker said. "I also think there
would be a more aggressive game
under the boards. The game could
become more defenStve if more
fouls were allowed."
Shumaker has not yet claimed
a major, but is considering premed.
''I'm used to managing basketball and school, so it's not that

challenging," Shumaker said. "It
helps me budget my time."
Shumaker believes that it is
important for professional athletes
to take on social responsibilities
and thinks that tt is wonderful
when they get involved. In her
approach to the game and her
studies, Shumaker appears to be
living up to the standards she sets
for professional athletes.

Indoor track season begins

Cindy Shumaker
could win our remaining six
games."
Although the Streaks have not
won all of their games since the
Otterbein game, the Streaks have
surpassed the number of wins they
had last season.
Shumaker's contributions do
not seop wilb rebounding. She
also racked up 220 points for the
Streaks in 17games,anaverageof
12.9 per game.
"My goals for the season are

Head women's coach Grove

by Glen Morse
Staff Reporter

Jewettsaid many of the other teams
at the meet have indoor track fa-

The Sparky Adams Invitational
at Baldwin-Wallace University
last weekend began the 1991 John
Carroll University indoor track
schedule.
Baldwin-Wallace, Mount
Union, Fredonia, Ohio Northern,
Muskingum, Heidelberg, and
Otterbein competed agamst
Carroll's men's and women's
teams at the meet.
The women's team finished
fifth with a score of38, two points
behind the fourth place team.

cilities, which JCU does not.
"We run the streets and the
balcony to get ready for meets,"
Jeweusaid.
The women's only victory
came in the 1000 meter event,
which Heather Peltier won with a
time of 3:14.6.
Peltier also competed with Beth
Kramer in the 1500 meter event
and finished second.
Other finishes mcluded Karen
D'Angelo laking third in the high
jump and fifth in the 400 meters.
Jen Jackson fa.nished sixth in the

800, Jen Alfredo third in the 100,
and Julie Koscinski sixth in the

5000.
On the men's side, the results
were not as good. The men fi'lished seventh out of eight ~s.
According to Don Stupica,
men's head coach, JCU competed
in the meet to get used to the
exposure and to find out what
needs to be done from a physicaJ
standpoint.
Because thas was the ·~·s
fa.rst meet, along with only' having
two weeks of tnctice, the men's
team only took 13 competitors.
''The kids did well," Stupica
said.
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SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, sales person Need flexible hours,
GRANTS.
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BOX
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BOSTON,
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FREE SPRING BREAK VACA TIONI
02130
_ _ _--tOrganize a smaU group or campuswide event• Earn High Commission &
Boom For Boot
Free Tnpsl Call. (800) S:Hi-9100.
- SSO fTM toward first month
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Wrestlers revving up for Purple Raiders rematch
by nm Horan
Stoff Reporter
When the John Carroll wrestling team takes to the mats tomorrow against Mount Union in
Carroll Gym at 7:30p.m., there
will be a little more at stake than
simply another notch in the win
column.
John Carroll enters the contest
with a 10-2 dual meet record and
is currently ranked fourth in the
NCAA Division Ill poll. One of
those 10 wins came at the expense
of defending Ohio Athletic Conference champion Mount Union
two weeks ago at the OAC Duals
when the Streaks routed the Purple
Raiders 34-7.
John Carroll leads the all-time
series 13-3, and the Streaks have
won all 13 of their OAC dual
meets since joining the OAC last
season. But by no means does this
assure another blow-out tomorrow.
"This is probably the fmest
team Mount Union has ever put
together," Blue Streak head coach
Kerry Volkmann said, "We
crushed them at the OAC Duals,
but this is a different team now.

They have everyone back now.
This one will go right to the end."
Although tomorrow promises
great wrestling throughout the
entire match, the highlight would
have to be the 150-pound bout
between the Streaks' outstanding
freshman Mike Gillmor (18-5, a
teamleading7pins)andthePurple
Raiders' All-American senior
Sandy Womack. The two did not
meet in the OAC Duals, so this
wiU be a classic, first-time matchup of rookie versus veteran. Also,
being the fifth out of 10 bouts on
the night, this match could certainly set the pace for the later
bouts.
Volkmann has confidence in
his young standout.
"Mike has the potential to be
the best wrestler in Carroll history," Volkmann said. "He could
have a plus 20 win this season
It'll be a good match."
Friday's match also adds extra
incentive for Carroll's 176-lb.
man,Judd Smith. Smith wrestled
for Mount Union two years ago
before transferring to JCU.
And if this isn't enough, consider the revenge factor. In October, the Purple Raiders football

team beat Carroll 13-7, taking the
OAC title and effectively knocking the Stteaks out of playoff contention.

the Carroll wrestlers is the memory
of last year's OAC Championships, when the Raiders edged the
Streaks by four points to take the
conference title.

EMPORIUM

~TONY
HOURS: M-Th 11·11, Fri.-Sat. 11-12, Sun. 12-9

With all of these subplots, and
the simple fact that these are the
two top small-college wrestling
teams in OhiO('lFriday's match is
certai
worth
a look at

